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Confirmation  

I confirm that I have been informed about and have understood the following: 

- Entry to Germany is currently subject to restrictions because of the pandemic. On its own, the visa issued 

to me does not entitle me to enter Germany. 

- The visa issued to me only allows me to enter Germany if I present recognised proof upon entry that I have 

been fully vaccinated against the Sars-CoV-2 coronavirus (a vaccination certificate).  

- The conditions that this vaccination certificate must meet have been explained to me.  

- In particular, I am aware that I must have been fully vaccinated with one or more of the vaccines listed 

online by the Paul-Ehrlich-Institut (https://www.pei.de/EN/newsroom/dossier/coronavirus/coronavirus-

content.html;jsessionid=7276511462EAB38F34BBC37B9B94A971.intranet242?cms_pos=3 ) and that the 

last required vaccination must have been administered at least 14 days ago.  

- In the case of a person who has recovered from infection, a single dose of a vaccine is sufficient. As proof 

of full vaccination for a recovered person, proof must be provided that they had the SARS-CoV-2 

coronavirus before their vaccination. As proof of this illness, a positive PCR test must be presented. 

- The vaccination certificate must be written in German, English, French, Italian or Spanish. 

- Information about the exact requirements for vaccination certificates that enable people to enter Germany 

despite the pandemic-related travel restrictions is available online at 

https://www.bmi.bund.de/SharedDocs/faqs/EN/topics/civil-protection/coronavirus/coronavirus-faqs.html 

, under point IV. Restrictions applying to air and sea travel outside of Europe (entering Germany from 

countries that do not belong to the European Union).  

- If I am not able to present a recognised vaccination certificate, I may not enter Germany and will be turned 

away at the German border. Furthermore, transport companies, in particular airlines, may refuse to allow 

me to travel to Germany. 

- If I am turned back at the border upon my arrival at a German airport, the airline will fly me back to my 

departure airport and can charge me for the costs incurred. 

- Only when someone arrives at a German airport or border do the border police officers decide whether or 

not to allow them to enter Germany. 

Furthermore, I confirm 

1. that, prior to entering Germany, I will have been fully vaccinated against the Sars-CoV-2 

coronavirus (as described above); and  

2. that I will submit a recognised vaccination certificate (as described above) on entry. 

 

Place: 

Date: 

Name: 

Signature: _____________________________ 
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